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Abstract: Service Function Chaining (SFC) is an emerging paradigm aiming to provide flexible service
deployment, lifecycle management, and scaling in a micro-service architecture. SFC is defined as a
logically connected list of ordered Service Functions (SFs) that require high availability to maintain
user experience. The SFC protection mechanism is one way to ensure high availability, and it is
achieved by proactively deploying backup SFs and installing backup paths in the network. Recent
studies focused on ensuring the availability of backup SFs, but overlooked SFC unavailability due to
network failures. This paper extends our previous work to propose a Hybrid Protection mechanism
for SFC (HP-SFC) that divides SFC into segments and combines the merits of local and global failure
recovery approaches to define an installation policy for backup paths. A novel labeling technique
labels SFs instead of SFC, and they are stacked as per the order of SFs in a particular SFC before
being inserted into a packet header for traffic steering through segment routing. The emulation
results showed that HP-SFC recovered SFC from failure within 20–25 ms depending on the topology
and reduced backup paths’ flow entries by at least 8.9% and 64.5% at most. Moreover, the results
confirmed that the segmentation approach made HP-SFC less susceptible to changes in network
topology than other protection schemes.

Keywords: failure protection; service function chaining; network function virtualization; software-
defined networking; segment routing

1. Introduction

Network softwarization technologies such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) have enabled the provisioning of dynamic
end-to-end services in 5G, Internet of Things, Industry 4.0, and other emerging trends.
Traditionally, a service used to be a combination of various functions, statically deployed at
a single or multiple locations. With NFV, functions in a service are separated and virtualized
through Virtual Machines (VMs) or containers and are termed Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) or Service Functions (SFs). An orderly connected list of SFs, known as Service
Function Chaining (SFC), delivers a specific service [1]. This not only enables operators
to dynamically scale services, but also quickly provision new services by changing the
order of SFs in SFC [2]. To satisfy the demand for uninterrupted high-quality services,
in particular after the COVID-19 pandemic, the high availability of SFC is of paramount
importance for operators under ever-increasing traffic load [3].

High availability for SFC requires an instant protection mechanism from the failure
of network infrastructure (i.e., links, switches, servers) or software (i.e., VMs, containers).
The protection mechanism for SFC stipulates that backup paths and SFs are installed at
the initiation time of SFC. In the case of any failure event, the traffic is rerouted to the
pre-installed backup path towards pre-deployed backup SFs. The protection mechanisms
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in conventional SDNs [4,5] are not applicable to SFC, because the traffic in SFC needs to
be routed through multiple intermediate destinations (i.e., SFs) in a given order before
reaching the final destination. Additionally, the locations of backup SFs are not fixed as
they are dynamically deployed after SFC creation depending on available resources and the
proximity to the primary SFs. These SFC characteristics make the protection mechanism
more complex than in conventional SDN.

The protection of SFC consists of three sub-tasks: placement of backup SFs, decision
regarding individual or shared backup SFs and their selection criteria, and proactive instal-
lation of backup paths and a traffic rerouting mechanism. Intuitively, the cost of backup
path installation and end-to-end transmission delay become significant if the backup SFs
are deployed at distant servers. On the contrary, the probability of the backup SFs’ inac-
cessibility increases if they are placed in close proximity to their respective primary SFs.
Most of the SFC recovery-related studies focused on this and increased SFC survivability
by optimizing different parameters related to the placement of backup SFs [6–8]. Another
concern related to the backup SFs’ placement is the additional resource footprint, which
is maximum in the case of a 1:1 mapping between primary and backup SFs. Sharing of
backup SFs through M:N mapping between primary and backup SFs reduces the additional
resource footprint, where M > N [9,10]. These studies increased the network utilization
and reduced end-to-end delay, but lacked a strategy for backup path setup with minimal
installation cost and rerouting delay.

Proactive installation of backup paths and a traffic rerouting mechanism for SFC
protection seems trivial, but can result in high recovery delay and an increased number of
control messages and flow entries, if not designed diligently. Approaches such as global
and local protection from conventional networks either cause significant resource under-
utilization or a critical increase in end-to-end transmission delays. This entails a backup
path installation and traffic rerouting mechanisms (here onwards, the backup path installa-
tion and traffic rerouting mechanism are termed SFC protection for brevity),which benefit
from the minimum end-to-end transmission delay and rapid recovery characteristics of
global and local protection approaches, respectively, while avoiding their drawbacks. More-
over, the use of many flow entries by the SFC protection mechanism results in increased
control messages between the SDN controller and switches and flow table overflows in
software-defined switches. Hence, it must use the minimum number of flow entries for
rerouting the traffic to and from the backup SF to reduce the flow table occupancy problem.
Our previous study used source routing to route traffic through SFC and presented failure
recovery as a use-case to show its effectiveness, but it exhibited some limitations in terms
of flow table design [11]. To address the aforementioned SFC protection requirements
and limitations of [11], this paper extends our previous work to a hybrid SFC protec-
tion mechanism that provides more robust traffic steering through a refined flow entry
update mechanism.

The proposed hybrid SFC protection mechanism (HP-SFC) segregates SFC into seg-
ments, where a segment is defined as a path from one primary SF to the next (SFi,SF(i+1)].
Each segment is covered by a single backup SF, and the failure of the primary SF or any
network element in the path to it is taken as the failure of the whole segment. HP-SFC
reroutes the traffic from the starting point of the failed segment to the backup SF, and from
there, it uses the new segment to route traffic to the next primary SF in SFC. The proposed
approach resembles global protection from the segment perspective, and from the SFC
point of view, it is similar to local protection; hence, it is termed the hybrid protection mech-
anism. Moreover, flow entry updates required by HP-SFC to reroute the traffic from failed
SF to backup SF are reduced through a novel per-SF labeling technique. The contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• A novel SF labeling technique for traffic steering and rerouting in SFC that reduces
the flow table occupancy in the software switches and Service Function Forwarders
(SFFs) and improves network capacity;
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• A new and simplified flow entries’ update process for traffic re-routing, which par-
allelizes the sending of update messages and requires fewer flow entry updates,
consequently reducing the recovery delay and control overhead;

• A hybrid protection approach that combines the merits of local and global protection
to balance the tradeoff between end-to-end transmission delay and the cost of a
protection mechanism in terms of additional resources in network entities;

• A comprehensive evaluation and analysis of HP-SFC in Mininet with two distinct
topologies representing a data center and enterprise networks.

The remainder of paper is as follows. Section 2 defines SFC creation, operation,
and routing techniques and discusses current protraction approaches in the literature
for SDNs and SFC. Section 3 presents the HP-SFC architecture and describes the hybrid
protection mechanism through the proposed per-SF labeling technique. A proof-of-concept
emulation environment is discussed in Section 4 along with the detailed evaluation results
based on different topologies. The concluding discussion on the merits and limitations of
HP-SFC is presented in Section 5 along with future directions for improvement.

2. Failure Recovery in SFC and Challenges

This section is structured into three parts to define the scope of this study, discuss
background technologies, and present a review of recent studies. SFC failure recovery
consists of multiple sub-tasks such as the placement of backup SFs, deployment, and path
setup, which are incorporated into different phases of the SFC creation process. The first
part of this section describes the creation and management of SFC to define the scope of the
proposed protection mechanism. The latter part of the section explains segment routing
and convention failure recovery approaches that play a fundamental role in the proposed
HP-SFC. The last part presents recent studies related to different aspects of failure recovery
in SFC in the context of the proposed protection mechanism.

2.1. SFC Creation and Operation

A new service request triggers the creation of SFC at the service overlay layer, which is
later embedded into the underlay network layer through an embedding function. The over-
lay layer creates a directed graph of logical connections among SFs in a specific order to
logically represent SFC for the requested service. This graph representation of SFC is called
the Virtual Network Function Forwarding Graph (VNF-FG), and we take each hop in the
VNF-FG, from one SF to the next, as a segment in the overlay layer. The underlay network
is defined as the topology of physical links connecting different network elements. The em-
bedding function maps each segment in the VNF-FG to one or more hops in the underlay
network. Hence, SFC is a logical VNF-FG in the overlay layer that is then embedded into
the physically interconnected underlay network [12].

The SFC creation process is defined in the NFV management and orchestration
(MANO) reference architecture by ETSI [12]. It consists of the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO),
VNF Manager (VNFM), and Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM). Service requests
are received by the NFVO, and it creates a representative SFC model for the service to
define the VNF-FG. Based on the available capacity of the physical servers and current
usage of the network resources, the NFVO determines the optimal sites in physical servers
for SFs’ deployment using VMs/containers [13] or selects the best-suited SF from already
deployed instances [14]. SFs’ deployment and traffic routing information is then passed
onto the VNFM and VIM for resource allocation, placement, and path selection in the
physical infrastructure and underlay network. After deployment completion, the SDN
controller installs the entries for traffic routing through SFC based on the received paths
and policies.

The protection of SFC from failure requires the NFVO to create a backup VNF-FG
with backup SFs. The VNFM and VIM take care of the placement and deployment of the
backup SFs in the physical servers, and the SDN controller handles the setup of backup
paths and traffic re-routing in the case of failure. The focus of this paper was to reduce the
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resource footprint of backup paths and expedite the traffic re-routing functionalities of the
SDN controller while taking the locations of backup SFs as the input.

2.2. Segment Routing

Network traffic flows must traverse ordered segments in SFC, where a segment is a
route from one SF to the next. Conventional routing approaches create a path between a
single source and destination; on the contrary, SFC has multiple sources and destinations as
the starting and ending SFs of each segment are treated as the source and destination. The
Network Service Header (NSH) protocol is designed to route traffic flows through SFC [15],
where packets are encapsulated by outer transport encapsulation. The Service Path Header
(SPH) is the main part of the NSH, and it stores the SFC path. The SPH consists of a 24-bit
Service Path Identifier (SPI) indicating which path in SFC is to be used and an eight-bit
Service Index (SI) that defines the number of SFs traversed in the SPI. Together, the SPI and
SI values define the current path and the SF the packet is traversing. A major drawback
of the NSH is that the SPI is per path and not per SFC; this means that a new SPI must be
created when part of the SFC path is changed. This increases the flow entries to distinguish
new SPI and SI combinations and requires the update of both the SPI and SI for re-routing
due to failure.

Segment Routing (SR) resembles source routing where a complete path is added in
the packet through an additional header at the ingress node. The path in the additional
header is defined by an ordered list of labels representing network elements (i.e., SFs) to be
traversed. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [16] is one of the protocols that can be
used to implement SR. The MPLS header with the ordered labels is added to the packet by
the ingress router of the network, and each label represents one segment in SFC. The core
routers in the network use these labels to route the packets to appropriate destinations,
and the label of a segment is popped out once it is traversed. Due to the limitations of the
NSH, this paper defined SFC traffic routing and failure recovery mechanism through SR
and implemented them in underlay network by using stacked labels in the MPLS header.

2.3. Limitations of Conventional Failure Recovery Mechanisms in SFC

Three kind of failures can occur in SFC: (1) the failure of a link or a network entity in a
path from one SFF to the next SFF; (2) the failure of the SFF; and (3) the failure of the SF [15].
We can replace the case of SF failure with the link to the SF failure, because a fully functional
SF is useless if it is not accessible. SFF failure is more serious, as it can disrupt many of
the SFC due to the relatively high number of links connected to it. However, network link
failures are 155% more likely to happen than network node failures, as per [17]. Therefore,
this study focused on protection from the failure of the link between two SFFs (Type 1) and
the link between the SFF and SF (Type 3).

Traditional local and global failure recovery methods can be applied to failure cases
in SFC. The local detouring techniques set a backup path for each individual link in the
network. In the underlay network, the connection between two consecutive SFFs may
consist of a single hop or multiple hops. It is sufficient to provide a local detouring path
in the case of a single hop; however, in the case of multiple hops, the cost of setting up
individual local detouring paths for the link in each hop is very high in terms of initial
setup and idle resource occupancy. Switches at the either end of the link store a separate
backup path for every link to which it connects. Moreover, local failure recovery techniques
cannot recover the failure of the SFF to SF link, as a single link connects the SFF to SF
and has to detour traffic to backup the SF. In summary, local failure recovery techniques
cannot cover all types of failures in SFC and cause resource under-utilization with a high
initial setup cost.

Global failure recovery is simpler than local failure recovery, as a shortest disjoint
backup path is installed at the time of the initial path setup. This causes computational over-
head at the controller at the time of initialization along with high idle resource occupancy,
but shows better performance in terms of end-to-end transmission delay. In SFC, global
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recovery can be applied in multiple ways. Either a global backup SFC can be deployed
with all backup SFs or a backup path for each segment can be installed. However, none of
these approaches are efficient at recovering from all types of failures in SFC. The limitations
of local and global failure recovery mechanisms for Type 1 and Type 3 failures in SFC are
further explained through Figure 1a,b, respectively. SFC in Figure 1 is given as {SF1, SF2}
with backups {SF1

′
, SF2

′
}, respectively. The proposed HP-SFC utilizes the strengths of local

and global recovery mechanisms in a hybrid approach and reduces their weaknesses.

(a) Recovery approaches in the case of a link
failure between two consecutive Service Func-
tion Forwarders (SFFs) (Type 1).

(b) Recovery approaches in the case of a link
failure between the Service Function Forwarder
(SFF) and the corresponding Service Function
(SF) (Type 3).

Figure 1. Local and global recovery for link failure (a) in the path between consecutive SFFs and (b)
between the SFF and SF.

2.4. Software-Defined Failure Recovery Studies’ Review

Studies related to SFC protection can be divided into two categories. The first category
consists of studies that focus on reducing the probability of failure by observing the state of
network elements and virtualized resources during the placement and deployment phases
of SFC creation. One such study calculated the probability of failure by modeling the
deterioration of network nodes and links under specific conditions [6]. It proposed the
R-SFC-MCTS algorithm, which constructs the SFC path by avoiding nodes or links with
a high probability of failure through the decision tree. As a result, the probability of SFC
failure is lowered, and in the case of failure, the decision tree must be reconstructed to
select a new path. Another work focused on the placement of SFs based on the different
characteristics of the network infrastructure [18]. The number of SFs and their placements
were modeled using the availability of links and physical/virtual infrastructure through
various algorithms. However, if the calculated availability of a network element satisfied
the requirement set by the user, the backup path was not created to counter potential failure.

The second category consists of studies that focus on implementing an SFC failure
recovery mechanism during the SFC path setup phase, and the proposed HP-SFC belongs
to this category. Prompt and efficient SFC recovery requires a simplified traffic rerouting
technique that is implemented through SR in the SFC environment by using protocols such
as MPLS and IPv6 [19]. SR uses edge routers, directly connected to the hosts, to classify
traffic and add the header with the ordered label stack. The order of labels represents the
order of the SFs in SFC and the core router traffic using the label stack. SR-based traffic
steering is extended for failure recovery in a multi-domain network environment [20],
where each switch stores an alternative routing table for each segment. In the event of
link failure, it changes the entire table to the alternate table to detour traffic to the backup
path. However, the backup path does not make sure that all the segments in the original
path are traversed, and this makes it inapplicable to SFC. Another study used SR and the
labeling technique to propose a Segment-based SFC Protection (SSP) scheme that split
SFC into different service segments [21]. It used input and output port numbers along
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with group tables to configure backup paths instead of labels, and that made it inflexible
in software-defined network infrastructures, where the topology can be easily changed
through the deployment of software switches. Moreover, due to the combined use of labels
and port numbers for traffic forwarding, this results in additional flow entry installations
in SSP.

Traffic detouring techniques for network protection are more thoroughly studied
in SDNs, and parts of them can be transformed to become applicable to SFC protection.
A local failure recovery scheme for both link and switches was implemented using the fast-
failure group functionality of OpenFlow, which is the de facto protocol for communication
between the SDN controller and softwarized switches [21]. At network initialization, the
flow entries are proactively installed in the fast-failure group table of switches to establish
backup paths based on the local recovery approach. In the case of failure, the status
of the active port in the fast-failure group changes to down, and traffic is automatically
forwarded to the failover port, representing the backup path. This approach was further
extended for multi-link failures in a network with different levels of resiliencies [5]. These
schemes cannot be directly applied to failure cases in SFC, because SFC consists of multiple
intermediate destinations. Contrary to the proactive backup path setup, a hybrid method
proactively calculates the backup paths, but installs them only when the failure occurs [22].
Although this saves flow table resources, it increases the recovery delay.

3. Hybrid Protection Mechanism for SFC
3.1. System Model and Architecture

The proposed protection mechanism uses SR to design primary routing through
SFC and backup paths in the underlay network for traffic detouring after the failure
has occurred in SFCi ∈ SFC, where SFC = {SFC1, SFC2, . . . , SFCi, . . . , SFCN}. Each el-
ement in SFC is a set of ordered SFs, SFCi = { fi1, fi2, . . . , fij, . . . , fiM}. A Hybrid Pro-
tection Module (HPM) was added to the SDN controller to determine the segments
Si = {si1, si2, . . . , sij, . . . , si(M+1)} of newly established SFCi. Segments {si1, . . . , siM}
represent the corresponding SFs { fi1, . . . , fiM}, and si(M+1) represents the last segment
with no SF ( fiM, Di], where Di is the destination of SFCi. The NFVO ensures that for
each fij, a backup SF ( f

′
ij ∈ SFC

′
i) is deployed in the underlay network, where SFC

′
i =

{ f
′
i1, f

′
i2, . . . , f

′
ij, . . . , f

′
iM}. The HPM proactively calculates and adds the backup path for

each segment in Si. Specifically, the backup path for sij ∈ Si consists of the shortest path
from fi(j−1) to fi(j+1) via f

′
ij.

SR requires an additional header in a packet, which contains ordered labels in a stack
Li, where Li = {li1, li2, . . . , lij, . . . , liM}. Label lij represents a corresponding SF fij, and
traffic steering through SFCi is performed based on Li. As a label represents a single SF,
therefore L

′
i = {l

′
i1, l

′
i2, . . . , l

′
ij, . . . , l

′
iM} represents the ordered label stack for backup SFs

in SFC
′
i . In conventional SFC, a dedicated classifier at the ingress edge of the underlay

network classifies an incoming packet to a particular SFC and adds the NSH header. HP-
SFC does not require a dedicated classifier, but instead uses ingress switch to classify the
incoming packet based on the rules provided by the HPM and adds the MPLS header with
the ordered labels’ stack. In particular, the proposed HP-SFC handles the path creation in
the underlay network after the placement of primary SFs and sets up the hybrid protection
mechanism for SFC after the placement of backup SFs. Therefore, the creation of the
VNF-FG and its embedding into the underlay network concerning the placement of SFs
were out of the scope of this paper, and this is shown by the grey-colored MANO modules
in Figure 2.

The primary objectives of HP-SFC compared to conventional detouring methods in
SFC are: (1) proactively calculate and store backup paths to eliminate path calculation and
installation delays; (2) reduce the number of forwarding rules needed to configure the
backup path while ensuring flexibility in path selection; and (3) reduce network bandwidth
consumption by minimizing the exchange of control messages between the SDN controller
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and switches. To achieve these objectives, the HPM calculates the shortest path for each
segment in SFC and generates complete primary and backup paths. Information about
these paths is stored in the HPM for later processing when a failure notification is received
from the switch. To detour traffic at the time of failure, the HPM matches the received
failed link information with the stored paths and then appropriately modifies the flow
entries. In particular, changes in two flow entries ensure that already entered traffic in the
network and future SFC traffic take the pre-installed backup path.

Figure 2. HP-SFC overlay and underlay networks’ architecture and system model.

3.2. SFC Paths Installation

Multiple SF chains with different policies can function together in a network, where
traffic flows belong to one of these SF chains. The match fields of flow entries in ingress
switch determine the assigned SFC of an incoming packet of a particular flow. The SDN
controller installs these flow entries and alters the match fields dynamically through the
OpenFlow protocol, which supports up to 44 different match fields [23]. The MPLS header
is added to the matched packet, and it consists of an ordered stack of labels representing the
assigned SFC. Each label in the stack identifies the corresponding SF through a unique ID,
and these labels are used as match fields for traffic steering through SFC. HP-SFC proposed
the use of multiple labels because a single-label-based traffic steering through all the SFC
increases the required flow entries and reduces the path flexibility. The NSH is an example
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of single-label-based traffic steering where both the SPI and SI values must be updated for
traffic detouring and SPI/SI combinations increase with the increase in SFC.

The primary SFC path setup is initiated by the HPM by calculating the shortest path
for si1 that is from the ingress switch to the SFF with which fi1 is directly connected. In all
the switches in the calculated shortest path, flow entries are installed with the match field
as the top label li1 in the stack Li. This process is repeated for all remaining segments in Si,
and its completion results in the primary path setup for SFCi. The SFF plays an important
role in traffic steering through SFCi and requires three flow entries. The first flow entry in
SFF has lij of directly connected fij as the match field and forwards the matched packets to
fij. Packets are processed at fij and are returned to the SFF where the second flow entry
pops lij from Li. This makes li(j+1) of fi(j+1) as the top label in Li, and the third flow entry
forwards the packet towards fi(j+1) using li(j+1) as the match field. The third flow entry
in the SFF of fiM is an exception, where the destination IP is used to forward the packet
towards the destination, and this is because the packet has steered through all SFs in SFCi
and Li is now empty. Similarly, switches in the path for si(M+1) use the destination IP as
the match field to forward the traffic to Di.

The HPM creates the backup paths by using SFC
′
i ; however, the process is different

from primary path creation. The backup path for si1 consists of two parts: the first part is
the shortest path from the ingress switch to the SFF connected to f

′
i1, and the second part is

from there to the SFF of fi2. The flow entry match field for switches in the first part consists
of l

′
i1, and in the second part, it consists of li2. Similarly, the backup path for si2 initiates

from the fi1 SFF and terminates at the fi3 SFF while passing through f
′
i2. By repeating this

process, the backup paths for each sij in SFCi are created, and the SFFs’ functionalities
remain the same as in the primary path creation. The HPM in the SDN controller stores the
primary and backup paths for the SFC, as shown in Figure 3. The underlay network shown
in Figure 3 consists of SFC1 = { f11, f12}, and it is the backup SFC

′
1 = { f

′
11, f

′
12}, where

Switch 1 (SW1) functions as the classifier and Switch 4 (SW4) connects to the destination.
The flow tables of the SWs and SFFs in Figure 3 show the flow entries required to route
traffic to the primary SFs { f11, f12} and the backup SFs { f

′
11, f

′
12} using their respective

labels {l11, l12} and {l′11, l12
′}. Additionally, the flow entries that are used for the primary

and backup paths’ installations are indicated through numbered boxes at the side of the
flow entries in Figure 3.

3.3. Traffic Detouring in the Case of Failure

Routing in HP-SFC is based on labels, where a single label is used within a segment
(i.e., except for the last segment). A segment may consist of multiple links in the underlay
network, but logically, they behave as a single link as they all use the same label to forward
the traffic. This implies that failure of any link within a segment can be treated as the
failure of the whole segment and requires traffic detouring around the whole segment.
This approach resembles local failure recovery from the SFC perspective, albeit with one
difference, which is that after bypassing the failed segment through the backup SF, the
traffic is not forwarded to the starting point of the next segment. Instead, the next segment
is updated with a new shortest path from the backup SF to the next SF. For example,
in Figure 3, after f

′
12, the traffic is forwarded to SW4 instead of SFF2. This approach also

resembles global failure recovery from the segment perspective, where a completely new
backup path is used.

The port down message of the OpenFlow protocol is utilized to recognize a failure
in the underlay network. Switches connected on either side of the failed link detect that
the status of the failed link port has changed to down a and send a port down message to
the SDN controller b . The HPM receives the port down messages and extracts the switch
and port IDs from each message to identify the failed link based on the underlay network
topology c . The identification of the failed link allows the HPM to determine the affected
SFC SFCE = {SFC1, SFC2, . . . , SFCk, . . . , SFCO} and its failed segments by going through
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the previously stored path information of all SFCs in the system, where SFCE ⊆ SFC and
O is the total number of affected SFC.

Regardless of the failure location in the segment skj of SFCk, the whole skj is considered
to have failed, and first of all, the HPM stops traffic forwarding to sk j by updating the out
port of the forwarding flow entry in the SFF of fk(j−1) (i.e., the starting point of skj) towards
the backup path d . This way, the already entered packets in the network that have label lkj
of the failed segment in the label stack continue to traverse the SFC by detouring through
the backup f

′
kj. Secondly, the HPM updates the corresponding flow entry for SFCk in the

classifying ingress switch by replacing the label lkj with l
′
kj in the label stack e . Through

this hybrid protection mechanism, the new incoming traffic for SFCk is traversed through
the backup SF and avoids the failed segment, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Traffic detouring example for SFC in the proposed hybrid protection mechanism and
the flow tables’ configurations for the primary path, backup path, and traffic detouring in the case
of failure.

Flow table configurations in different switches and SFFs to execute HP-SFC are also
shown in Figure 3. In the example shown in Figure 3, the ingress switch is SW1, which
works as a classifier and adds an MPLS header with the label stack onto incoming packets.
The label stack L1 consists of {l1, l2}, where they represent f1 and f2 in SFC1, respectively.
The packet traverses from SW1 to SW4 while passing through f1 and f2 before the failure
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of s2, and after the failure, the packets are detoured to f
′
2. The flow table configurations for

traversing the packet through the SFC1 primary path are detailed in following steps.

1. SW1 flow entry to add an MPLS header with label stack L1 to the incoming packet;
2. SW1 flow entry to match the top label (l11) in the stack and forward the packet to

SFF1;
3. SFF1 flow entry to match the top label (l11) in the stack and forward the packet to f1;
4. SFF1 flow entry to remove the top label (l11) in the stack of the packet that is received

back from f1;
5. SFF1 flow entry to match the new top label (l12) in the stack and forward the packet

towards SFF2;
6. SFF2 flow entry to match the top label (l12) in the stack and forward the packet to f2;
7. SFF2 flow entry to remove the top label (l12) in the stack of the packet that is received

from f2;
8. SFF2 flow entry to match the destination IP of the packet and forward the packet to

SW4, as there is no remaining label in the stack.

Along with the primary path setup, the flow table configurations for setting up the
backup path are as follows:

1. SFF1 flow entry to match the label l
′
12 and forward the packet to SW2;

2. SW2 flow entry to match top label (l
′
12) in the stack and forward the packet SFF4;

3. SFF4 flow entry to match the top label (l
′
12) in the stack and forward the packet to f

′
2;

4. SFF4 flow entry to remove the top label (l
′
12) in the stack of the packet that is received

from f
′
2;

5. SFF4 flow entry to match the destination IP of the packet and forward the packet to
SW4, as there is no remaining label in the stack.

The following are the changes in the flow table configurations that are required after
the failure to detour the traffic to the backup path:

1. The action field of the SFF1 flow entry that matches label l12 is updated to forward
the packets to SW2;

2. The SW1 flow entry that adds the MPLS header is updated with the new label stack
(L
′
1) where l12 is replaced by l

′
12.

The backup path configuration and traffic detouring mechanisms of the proposed
HP-SFC are limited to single-level failures. This means that HP-SFC can recover network
traffic from single or multiple failures in the primary SFC path, but is unable to handle
second- or third-level failures. Failures in the backup path or in the backup path of the
backup path are defined as second- or third-level failures, respectively [5]. This implies that
HP-SFC operates under the assumption that configured backup paths and backup SFs are
always available, and their failure impedes HP-SFC operation and disrupts SFC. Making
HP-SFC robust against second- and third-level failures is a separate study that requires
multi-level SFC segmentation and labeling methods. Hence, the performance evaluation of
HP-SFC in the subsequent section was performed for single-level failures.

4. HP-SFC Performance Analysis
4.1. Implementation

The performance of SFC protection mechanisms is dependent on the network topology,
the number of primary and backup SFs, and the placement of primary and backup SFs.
In order to perform a comprehensive evaluation of HP-SFC, two network topologies
were used, which are shown in Figure 4. The first topology was a three-tier fat-tree
data center network with eight hosts, 20 switches, and 48 links. The second topology
presented an enterprise network and was based on the AT&T backbone IP network [24]
with 8 hosts, 25 switches, and 52 links. These topologies were selected because most of
the SFC use-cases and deployments were in data center and enterprise networks [25,26],
and their implementation for HP-SFC evaluation was carried out using Mininet [27].
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Links in emulated Mininet topologies were configured with a 100 Mbps bandwidth and
1ms delay, and they were controlled by the RYU SDN controller framework v4.30. The
HPM was implemented in the SDN controller for the setup and protection of SFC in the
emulated topologies.

Placement of SFs in the emulated topologies was performed randomly. Four switches
in each topology were randomly selected to be the SFF, and four hosts representing the
SFs were added and linked with the selected SFF individually. Backup SFs for the four
primary SFs were placed in a way that the disjoint path was available to access them, and
Figure 4a,b shows the placement of the primary and backup SFs in each topology. Eight
distinct SF chains were configured in each topology by using different combinations of
primary SFs, and their details are presented in Table 1. Primary and backup paths based on
the HP-SFC, local recovery, and global recovery schemes were installed for each SF chain
in both topologies at the time of network initialization. Traffic for SFC was generated by
the respective source hosts through the IPerf tool, and the controller utilized the ingress
switches as classifiers to add label stacks to packets through MPLS headers. The controller
and the emulated topologies in Mininet 2.3.0 were deployed in a system consisting of an
Intel core i7 CPU @3.40 GHz and 32 GB memory, and the experiment results were logged
for performance evaluation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Emulated network topologies in Mininet for the performance evaluation of SFC protec-
tion mechanisms. (a) Emulated three-layer fat-tree data center topology. (b) Emulated enterprise
network topology based on the AT&T IP backbone network [24].
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Table 1. Details of the configured SFC in the emulated topologies.

Source Host Ordered Service Functions Destination Host

SFC1 Host 1 SF1 Host 8
SFC2 Host 8 SF1→ SF2→ SF3 Host 3
SFC3 Host 7 SF1→ SF2 Host 1
SFC4 Host 4 SF2→ SF4 Host 6
SFC5 Host 3 SF3 Host 2
SFC6 Host 2 SF2→ SF3→ SF4 Host 5
SFC7 Host 2 SF2→ SF3 Host 4
SFC8 Host 3 SF3→ SF1 Host 7

4.2. Results and Evaluation

The merits of HP-SFC were evaluated through a comparison against local and global
recovery methods, which were implemented as per the details in Section 2.3. All three methods
rerouted the network traffic to the respective backup paths when a failure occurred in SFC.
To maintain QoS, it was necessary for the SFC protection mechanism to reroute traffic within
50 ms, which is a standard requirement in carrier networks for telephony services, and for
future 5G services, this requirement is even more stringent. Traffic rerouting delay for HP-SFC
was measured by initiating the emulated topologies with only SF Chain 1 and failing a link
in its path. The HPM detected the failure and rerouted the traffic to the pre-installed backup
path. The process of failure detection and rerouting traffic was the same for the local and global
recovery mechanisms as well; therefore, traffic rerouting delay was measured only for HP-SFC.

Throughput at f1 and f
′
1 in the data center and enterprise topologies is shown in

Figure 5a,b, respectively. In the case of the data center topology in Figure 5a, link failure
occurred at around 7.3 s, and primary SF ( f1) throughput dropped to zero. At the same
time, backup SF ( f

′
1) throughput increased, and the time difference between the last packet

at f1 and the first packet at f
′
1 was approximately 20 ms. Link failure in the enterprise

topology happened at around 8.2 s, and it took roughly 25 ms for the throughput of f
′
1

to increase. This additional delay of 5 ms for the enterprise topology was due to a much
longer backup path. This showed that the recovery delay performance of the protection
mechanism could vary depending on which segment failed and where the backup was
located. However, repeated experiments with the same segment failure under the same
emulated environment showed a slight variation of 2∼3 ms. Regardless of the topology and
placement of SFs, it can be stated based on the results in Figure 5 that HP-SFC recovered
the network traffic within the industry standard of 50 ms. Moreover, the parallel flow
modification messages from the controller to update the output port in the SFF of fk(j−1)
and label the stack in the ingress switch reduced the rerouting delay by 2.4 ms on average
in comparison to our previous work [11], which sent modification messages in series.

The SFC protection mechanisms required the installation of backup paths along with the
primary path setup. This resulted in unavailing occupation of precious flow table resources in
switches, which caused flow table overflows and increased table miss occurrences. In addition
to existing flow entries curtailing solutions [28], a practical SFC protection mechanism efficiently
uses the flow table resources by reducing the flow entries for backup path setup. As traffic
routing in SFC is based on labels, all the flows belonging to a single SF chain require a single flow
entry in a switch for routing. However, conventional SFC traffic routing schemes use techniques
that assign labels per SFC. This causes the flow entries to rapidly increase with the increase in
SF chains and puts a limit on offered services and their scalability. On the contrary, the number
of SFs only increases when a new feature or service is offered, which does not happen too often
in service-provider networks. The proposed HP-SFC exploited this characteristic by assigning a
label per SF to use flow table resources more efficiently.

Comparisons of flow table resource utilization of local recovery, global recovery, the
proposed HP-SFC, and Segment-based SFP Protection (SSP) [29] in the data center topology
and enterprise topology are presented in Figure 6a,b, respectively. The process and number of
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flow entries required for primary path setup are different in SSP than HP-SFC, local recovery,
and global recovery; hence, the results in Figure 6 only compare the required number of flow
entries to setup backup paths. The local recovery method showed almost a linear increment in
the required number of flow entries for both topologies, because it installed a backup path for
every link in the primary SFC path. Similarly, the global recovery method showed an increment
in the required number of flow entries for backup paths, but its slope was much lower than the
local recovery method. HP-SFC not only required a much lower number of flow entries, but
also showed no increment after four SF chains in Figure 6a. This was because all the switches
involved in the backup paths already had flow entries related to the labels of all backup SFs,
and no new entries were required. In Figure 6b, the required number of flow entries by HP-SFC
continued to increase with the increase in SF chains because the enterprise topology had more
switches and links and different backup paths used different switches and links. Once all the
switches in the enterprise topology had entries for all the backup SFs labels, then there would be
no increment in the required flow table entries, as in the data center topology. SSP followed the
same increment trend as HP-SFC, but required 22% and 32% more flow entries than HP-SFC in
the data center and enterprise topologies with eight SF chains, respectively. This was because
SSP used both labels and input ports to define the flow entries that caused the installation of
multiple flow entries for the same label packets from different ports. Consequently, SSP used
more flow table resources to install backup paths than the proposed HP-SFC.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Network traffic recovery delay for single SF chain incurred by HP-SFC in the data center
and enterprise topologies. (a) Throughput at the primary SF ( f1) and backup SF ( f

′
1) in the data

center topology. (b) Throughput at the primary SF ( f1) and backup SF ( f
′
1) in the enterprise topology.
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Network traffic detouring to the backup path caused the end-to-end transmission
delay to increase, where the amount of delay added depended on the SFC protection
mechanism. To compare the performance of local recovery, global recovery, and HP-SFC in
terms of transmission delay, we initialized the data center and enterprise topologies with
SF Chains 1, 3, and 8 and failed a SFF-SFF link that was shared among them. This caused
each protection mechanism to reroute traffic to a pre-installed backup mechanism, and for
each protection mechanism, the average difference in the Round Trip Time (RTT) for three
SF chains was measured. Through a similar process, the average RTT increase of the three
SF chains in both topologies was measured when the shared SFF-SF link had failed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Flow table resource utilization comparison of local recovery, global recovery, SSP, and HP-
SFC in the data center and enterprise topologies. (a) Flow table resources utilized in the data
center topology by backup paths. (b) Flow table resources utilized in the enterprise topology by
backup paths.

The results of the RTT increment in the data center topology for SFF-SFF and SF-SFF
failed links are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively. The composition of the data center
topology was such that there were multiple shortest paths available, but providing a
backup path for a single link requires traffic detouring through various links. For these
reasons, global recovery showed the lowest RTT increment and local recovery the highest
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RTT increment in Figure 7a,b. In HP-SFC, the whole segment was viewed as failed for
either SFF-SFF link failure or SF-SFF link failure, and this enabled it to detour traffic with
few additional links and provide a more consistent protection performance, as shown
in Figure 7a,b. On the contrary, the composition of the enterprise topology was much
different than the data center topology, where a few densely connected switches provided
multiple routes, however, there were only a few end-to-end shortest paths. This topology
composition caused the results of local recovery and global recovery to vary dramatically
for the SFF-SFF link failure and SF-SFF link failure cases in Figure 8a,b, whereas HP-SFC
again showed more consistent results and had the lowest RTT increment in the case of
SF-SFF failure in Figure 8b. Based on the results in Figures 7 and 8, it can be concluded
that HP-SFC might not always provide the lowest RTT increment, but its performance was
more consistent and reliable in comparison to local and global recoveries.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Data center topology, average RTT increment of SFCs 1, 2, and 9 for local recovery, global
recovery, and HP-SFC protection mechanisms. (a) RTT increment for SFF-SFF link failure. (b) RTT
increment for SF-SFF link failure.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Enterprise topology, average RTT increment of SFCs 1, 3, and 8 for local recovery, global
recovery, and HP-SFC protection mechanisms. (a) RTT increment for SFF-SFF link failure. (b) RTT
increment for SF-SFF link failure.

5. Conclusions and Future Improvements

A novel HP-SFC protection mechanism was proposed in this manuscript, which
focused on efficient network traffic rerouting in SFC when a failure occurred. HP-SFC
was designed based on the segment routing technique, where SF chains were divided
into segments and backup paths established for each segment using the backup SFs. Any
failure in a segment was taken as a failure of the whole segment, and traffic was detoured
to a pre-installed backup path from the initial point of the failed segment. The results
showed that HP-SFC recovered traffic within 50 ms, which is an industry standard. These
results were made possible by the segmentation technique, which reused the already
established primary path, similar to local recovery, and required only three flow entry
update messages to detour the traffic. Another benefit of using the segmentation technique
was a more stable and consistent performance in terms of the RTT increment due to traffic
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detouring, as shown by the results. Moreover, for traffic steering in SFC, a new label
stacking mechanism was proposed in this paper that was not limited to the protection
mechanism and could also be used for other traffic engineering purposes in SFC. This
mechanism labeled SFs instead of SF chains and stacked these labels in the order of SFs in
a particular SF chain before adding it as the MPLS header in a packet. The results showed
that it not only reduced the footprint of flow entries’ usage by HP-SFC, but also solved the
scaling problem with the massively increasing number of SF chains in the network. The
results clearly showed that the performance of HP-SFC and other protection mechanisms
was intrinsically dependent on the composition of the network topology, which is a major
limitation. Currently, we are working to reduce this limitation by integrating HP-SFC with
the delay- and availability-aware placement of exclusive and shared backup SFs in the
network. In the next step, we will aim to make HP-SFC robust against second- and third-
level failures through a multi-level labeling approach that encapsulates the information of
multiple labels in a single label.
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